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Abstract. Any system is described by several variables, often in the form of hidden information, 
able to describe and explain functional mechanisms for the majority of the processes which can 
be evaluated analytically only when we consider entire complex datasets. The relationship 
between those variables is the key to identify and quantify correlations among the parameters 
describing the data in a strictly model-free manner. In chemometrics one uses mathematical and 
statistical methods to improve the understanding of chemical information through the correlation 
of physical parameters or properties to analytical instrument data. This approach is currently used 
across chemistry, materials science, biology, with a growing impact is the field of spectroscopy. 
This paper presents the ability of chemometric technique applied to Advanced Spectroscopic 
Analyses, examples include spectroscopic data collected from both the High- resolution neutron 
Spectrometer TOSCA, operating at the ISIS pulsed Neutron and Muon Source (UK) and X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy. This work demonstrates the high-resolution of the Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) to a spectroscopic data-set dealing with the determination of marker 
bands from Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) spectra of a large data- set, the presence of a 
probably additional transition phase of one globular molecule and evidencing the metallic nature 
of the black/brownish inscriptions on daily-use textiles used in ancient Egypt. This study will 
pave the way for the analysis of multi-parametric, high-throughput INS data, now within reach 
using state-of-the-art chemical neutron spectrometers such as VESPA. 

 
 
    1. Introduction 

Chemometrics is a rather new tool, widely used across chemistry, materials science, biology, and beyond 
[1]. It is becoming more common in high-throughput materials research with a growing impact in the 
spectroscopic field [2-5], to such an extent that chemometrics software is nowadays integrated with 
spectroscopic laboratory and process instrumentation as a standard [6]. Chemometrics basically reduces 
the dimension of the input data, large data-sets especially as a result of automated measurements, to 
describe the complete information with considerably fewer variables than were originally present. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most widely used chemometric procedure for 
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multivariate data system. This approach is widely used as a discriminatory method to reveal 
superposition of molecular/elemental spectral band or emission lines significantly responsible for 
internal vibrational modes particularly intensives. In some way allows to benchmark the reference 
spectroscopic analysis, discriminating the characteristic vibrations. The PCA in a simple way identifies 
the variations in the spectral data and to interpret the data relative to the subset of the spectral variations. 
In this work, two different spectroscopic techniques and three different cases will be matter of enquire, 
highlighting the ability of the PCA technique. 
PCA maps the intensity of the measured scattering function S(Q,ω) over the energy spectral range to a 

low-dimension space with the largest variability. In detail, the vibrational footprint of the bonding 
compound is studied, following the scattering of neutrons off molecular systems, with energy transfer 
from neutrons to bounded atoms [7]. Beyond this mechanism there is the Neutron Vibrational 
Spectroscopy (NVS) by exploiting Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) where the energy loss of the 
scattered neutrons is detected. In this work, INS data-set are investigating, taking into account 327 
different analytes present into the ISIS database [8] to classify samples into various vibrational modes, 
individuating those more relevant into the inelastic scattering system. This represent a first attempt in 
which the Chemometrics and in particular PCA is used. Successively, the PCA is applied, for the first 
time, to explore phase behaviour in disordered molecular systems, precisely a globular molecule, namely 
t-butyl chloride (TBC) characterised by a rich phase diagram below room temperature, including a low- 
temperature ordered phase and two plastic-crystalline phases prior to melting. In the last case, the PCA 
will enable a quantitative analysis of correlations and differences in the proton-projected vibrational 
densities of states for these four different phases relative to less-abrupt changes of the INS response with 
temperature. This is of particular relevance in the context of next generation high throughput Neutron 
Vibrational Spectrometers, such as TOSCA [9] and VESPA- Vibrational Excitation Spectrometer with 
Pyrolytic-graphite Analyzers, under construction at the European Spallation Source in Lund (SE) [10]. 
Fast data generation and analysis on VESPA will require full integration with molecular modelling, 
parametric scanning and highly performing correlation analysis over large data-sets embedding 
multivariate data. 
The third and final case regards the PCA’s use to clarify the origin of metallic ink ancient Mediterranean 
cultures and in particular on the technology of writing on Egyptian textiles found on the tomb of Kha 
and his wife, Merit, was discovered in 1906 in the necropolis of Deir el-Medina (Luxor) [11]. 

 
    2. Methods 

The PCA successfully sorts a data-set through orthogonalization and the projection of the data onto a 
new coordinate system, where the coordinates are ordered hierarchically according to the variance of 
the projected data, without the need to invoke any specific hypothesis about the expected features [12]. 
It is also known as a projection method, because it takes information carried by the original variables 
and projects them onto a smaller number of latent variables called Principal Components (PC). Each PC 
explains a certain amount of the total information, namely explained variance: the identification of the 
primary directions of maximum variability in the data. 
All the three spectroscopic cases are performed through Unscramble X version 9.5 (chemometric 
software package - Camo, Woodbridge, NJ, USA) [13]. 

 
    2.1. INS database 

Chemometrics has never been applied to INS techniques. Here, benchmarks able to determine which 
variables have an influence in the INS model is the aim of this first attempt analysis. 327 analytes 
recorded on first generation of INS beamline at ISIS (TXFA Time Focused Crystal Analyser) [14] were 
examined: three data matrices (327x1386, 327x800 and 327x275) were carried out to increase the chance 
of extracting relationships and correlations, where samples are the compounds present in the ISIS-INS 
data base [8] and the variables are the scattered intensity, which is directly proportional to the scattering 
function S(Q,ω), as a function of the energy transfer E (cm-1). 
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    2.2. T-butyl chloride 
Disordered molecular systems, such as liquid and plastic phases, are still far from completely 
understood. The classic system t-butyl chloride has long been studied by means of quasielastic neutron 
scattering [15] and NMR [16, 17], at a limited number of discrete temperatures, in three different phases. 
There are transitions at 247K (from liquid to cubic phase I), 219K (from cubic to tetragonal phase II) 
and 183K (from tetragonal to an as yet unidentified solid phase III). Phase I is face-centred cubic, with 
non-random, but undetermined orientations [18], while Phase II is tetragonal, with head-to-tail 
alignment of the molecules along the C-Cl bond direction, but random orientation of the methyl groups 
around this axis. The original quasielastic neutron scattering studies were performed on IN5 at the ILL, 
at a wavelength of 7.8Å, forty years ago, and to our knowledge, no higher-resolution studies have been 
performed, even though this possibility is alluded to in [15]. More recently, t-butyl chloride has been 
studied on the TOSCA spectrometer at ISIS, over a very wide energy range and a large number of 
temperatures [19]. Here PCA will enable a quantitative analysis of correlations and differences in the 
proton-projected vibrational densities of states for these four different phases relative to less-abrupt 
changes of the INS response with temperature. 

 
    2.3. Inks on Linen Egyptian textiles 

It is argued that the inks are related to the family of iron gall inks, whose introduction is commonly 
attributed to the third century BCE. Inks from 15th century BCE Egyptian textiles are investigated by 
combining non-invasive techniques, including ultraviolet (UV) reflected imaging, near-infrared 
reflectography (NIRR), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and prompt- 
gamma-activation-analysis (PGAA). PCA has been used on XRF spectroscopy data (where 15 elements 
are detected) of 143 measurements, organised in a matrix which is subdivided in three submatrices 
(41x15, 20x15, 82x15) corresponding to three different categories: unmarked linen areas on tunics (37 
measurement points), unmarked linen areas on loincloths (24 measurement points) an on Inscriptions 
(82 measurement points). The different detected elements associated with the XRF peaks or the peaks’ 

intensities (integrated counts) were used to determine the correlations among the detected chemical 
elements and spot outliers. The algorithm used is the singular value decomposition (SVD), with the 
cross-validation method, and mean centre data as a model input to obtain a total of three components 
which contribute to the largest variance in elemental composition without reference to prior knowledge. 
Furthermore, no weighting corrections (i.e. standard deviation) are applied to the variables; one runs the 
risk of infecting noise in wavelengths with little information. 

 
    3. Results and discussion 
 
    3.1. INS database 

PCA brings to light the INS vibrations of the phenyl ring: four vibrational modes are observed at 391, 
425, 466 and 520 cm-1 [20] in particular, of the torsional mode of occluded anilinium [21] (black 
rectangle – red line PCA, Fig. 1), characteristic of aromatic molecule such as benzylamine 
(C₆ H₅ NH₂ ). The torsional mode τ(NH2) in these molecules is strong and a sharp line in the INS 

spectrum appears at 380 cm-1. Methyl and ethyl torsion prevail in the INS-model vibration that found 
into the data: the sensitivity, in inelastic neutron scattering, of the positions of the CH3 torsional modes 
is demonstrated [22, 23]. The ethyl torsion are located in the region 76-176 cm-1 [24, 25], whilst methyl 
torsions are located in the region 238-374 cm-1. THF compounds (C₄ H₈ O) give relevant vibrational 
frequencies below 1500 cm-1 and above 400 cm-1 (harmonic motions), where the pseudorotational mode 
becomes a large-amplitude ring-deformation vibration [26]: the lattice modes are easily distinguished 
from the intramolecular ones by the fact that they are less sensitive to a temperature rise in the solid 
phase (effect of the Debye-Waller factor). Deformation modes of the of the NH4

+ ion are observed in the 
range 1200- 2400 cm-1. 
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    3.2. T-butyl Chloride 
A PCA of the whole E-T dataset indicates that the transition at 183K may be more complicated, and that 
there may even be a 4th transition at ~178K (Fig. 2). While TOSCA has a minimum measurable energy 
transfer of around 2.5cm-1, there is evidence in both the heights and widths of the quasielastic line that 
something interesting is going on between 170K and 190K (Fig. 3), in the low-temperature phase III: 
there is quasielastic scattering in Phase III, below 175K, even though it has not previously been resolved 
in spectroscopic measurements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Loadings plot (relationships between the variables) of the variance explained by three PCs per a total  of 
88% (PC1 blue line, PC2 red line, PC3 green line). Size of the dataset: {327x1386}. The samples (row, 327) 
represent the analytes present into the database. On the x-axe, the En.tranf. range considered (16-4000 cm-1), 
variables (column, 1386 n. of bins). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Variance correlation and data distribution as function of scan temperature and energy transfer range 
(cm-1) of T Butyl Chloride investigated by INS on TOSCA. The PCA and sample grouping where both scan 
temperature and phase transitions are reported. The PC1 (x-axis) describes 99% of variance correlation, 
attributable to the rising T (from freezing to melting point “Mp”. The runs where connected by solid grey line).

The PCA shows 5 clusters that are grouped according their phase, crystalline and amorphous state of the 
molecule. The black circle shows the probable additional transition temperature (red group – 178 K), during the 
changeover from the solid phase (phase III – blue group, 173 K) and the transition phase (green group, 183 K) 
to the phase II (violet group). 
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    3.3. Inks on Linen Egyptian textiles 

PCA carried out on the whole set of XRF data, has showed a homogeneous elemental composition on 
the inscriptions. It has been possible to define also a direction of the release of ink from the nib (that 
increases from left to right). The Fe is statistically correlated with Mn, demonstrating that the inks used 
for the inscriptions on the textiles of Kha are likely based on ochre, a precursor of the iron gall inks. For 
more detail please see [11]. 

    4. Conclusions 
Chemometrics successfully discriminates the vibrational molecular modes. Here, interesting results on 
INS confirmed the ability of this powerful technique. The first data treatment attempt on INS database 
has pointed out the potential of the multivariate method in the drafting of database, identifying the 
specific vibrational modes and selected bands for future benchmarks, which could be selected on the 
basis on what range is to investigate. The preliminary results on t-butyl chloride gave good chances to 
repeat the original IN5 experiment, at a range of temperatures around those transitions, using the specific 
and more accurate spectrometers, more sensible to the nature of the diffusional motions, seeking to 
extend the study to much lower frequencies (energies), on time scales longer than those studied to date, 
especially in the low-temperature phase III. 
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